Case study

Spray-Jet Install
Streamlining the production process with
the Power Focus 6000

The Challenge
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Our customer had a problem relating to limited access when
installing spray-jets in an engine block, resulting in the use of
multiple traditional tools and increased risk of cross-threading.
One tool was used for the initial run-down, with the final torque
being applied by the second tool. Due to the first tool’s lack of
reporting, cross-threading was not being detected until the engine
test at the end of line, at which point any failures meant expensive
reworks and loss of productivity. The customer’s engineer
reported long installation times due to the multiple tools required.

The Solution
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We recommended the Power Focus 6000 with ETT STR61 dual
trigger tool as a solution. This meant that only one tool was
required for both parts of the operation, leading to quicker install
times. In addition, the Power Focus 6000 ran a Virtual Station,
meaning that multiple tools could be operated from a single
station. The reporting ability of the tool captures cross-threaded
fasteners, further reducing cost and increasing productivity.
The dual trigger nature of the tool improved operator comfort
and safety, with one-handed use for the rundown and twohanded tie-out.

The Business Justification

The new reporting
tool detected crossthreading, radically
reducing costs.
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While there was an obvious business case to be made due to
the cost savings, our customer was particularly interested in the
Virtual Station capabilities of the Power Focus 6000, allowing them
to add further wireless tool to the station at a later stage, without
further expenditure on controllers, thereby future-proofing their
production line.

Annual
cost savings –
field repairs
and reworks

Multiple non-reporting
tools meant long
installation times – and
expensive reworks.

Virtual Stations allow
easy addition of further
wireless tools, futureproofing the station.

Payback time 6 months

$52,200

The Validation
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The customer is extremely satisfied with the solution, with
the engineers citing radically reduced process times for each
operation. They are particularly conscious of the Virtual Station’s
flexibility, since it will allow room for later expansion, which is
already being planned. The short training time of one day and the
Power Focus 6000’s intuitive interface have also been
a major bonus.

The Power Focus 6000
required just one day’s
training and has easy,
intuitive controls.
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